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Men’s Coach, author, and avid stone fruit eater,
Mike Campbell champions everyday men in
building legendary foundations so they can get
more from life, love, and the everyday.
Mike’s skills and passion align in making personal
development easy to understand, simple to
implement, and motivating to execute so
everyday men can live better lives and build
secure and fun relationships.
He does this with a lovingly caring heart, and a
firm strong hand - a flowing balance between
supporting men with compassion and calling them
forward to integrity and their potential.
AS SEEN IN

Australian The Good Men Eharmony
Men's Health
Project

SIGNATURE TOPICS
Becoming a Great Partner
Emotional Literacy for Men
Finding Purpose

ASK MEN MANTALKS

LET'S WORK
TOGETHER!
Pleases feel free to
contact me for any
comments or questions.

Masculinity & Manhood

mike@mikecampbell.com.au

Integrity & Intimacy

www.mikecampbell.com.au
Zeus Energy*

17K
@mikecampbellmc

>900K
Youtube views

150+
Everyday Legends Graduates

“It’s my mission to redefine the narrative around masculinity, identity & connection in
men. Championing your growth into a safe, secure, resilient man in a welcome space of
mateship with good men; everyday legends championing everyday men”

What is
ZEUS ENERGY?
Open and curious mind, robust health,
compassionate decisiveness, goodwill
and generous leadership.
Seen by the Antient Greeks as: Male
authority accepted for the sake of the
community

Mike and his team strive
to grow a community of
everyday men committed
to facing their shit,
championing each other,
and getting more from
life, love, & the everyday

At a Glance:

The Everyday Legends Podcast
Navigating manhood in the 21st century can be confusing and
hard. 'Harden up and be though' no longer cuts it, nor does 'be
emotional and open up'. Each week Mike explores life, love,
work and the everyday with his expert guests. The Everyday
Legends podcast hits you with honest and loving straight talk
designed to support men in getting more from their everyday.
Top Episodes

TESTIMONALS
"Mike's a legend. He understands and respects what
you have to say and offers advice that is meaningful."

"My life has changed completely. And I owe it all to
the work I did with Mike. I can't speak highly enough
of him"
"Honest, to the point, supportive and not affraid to
keep asking the next question. His amazing work is
changing lives"
For more testimonials please visit: https://mikecampbell.com.au/testimonials/

MEDIA TESTIMONALS
Mike was very professional and relaxed - a natural, made
for TV!” - Katie Mazzolo - Producer Sunrise, Seven
Network
“Mike quickly had our audience of 500 entrepreneurs
eating out of the palm of his hand. Eloquent, engaging
and totally comfortable entertaining a big crowd, I'd
have him back anytime.” - Glen Carlson, Co-founder Dent
Global
“Mike proved to be an engaging and charismatic public
speaker. He showed immense professionalism
throughout, was great at chatting to media with ease and
had a friendly, easy-going attitude. He was very easy to
work with - adaptable reliable and incredibly
knowledgeable in his field. I would happily work with
Mike again, and would also recommend others working
with him. The media were happy, the client was happy,
and we were happy so he ticked all the boxes.” - Sarah
Lloyd - Maxted Thomas PR

For more testimonials please visit: https://mikecampbell.com.au/testimonials/

